Aquaculture Advisory Council
WORKING GROUP 1 Meeting
Brussels, June 09th (09:15-12:00)

Online meeting – Interpretation available in IT

Draft Agenda

**We have arranged for:**
- A special platform allowing interpretation
- Technical checks prior to the meeting
- Pre-study time in the morning

**Your contribution starts before the meeting.** We will be sending you working documents on which you will be encouraged to react so that we can prepare the debates. You will also be able to further comment *after the meeting by writing* if you didn’t have the chance to make your point heard given the time constraints.

**What we need from you in order to make this Working Groups meeting a success:**
- Time to test your connection
- Prepare contributions even more diligently than usual

*This is a first time for all of us to have this kind of meeting online, therefore we kindly ask you for your patience in case things will not go right 100% immediately. Thank you for your support and understanding!*

1. **Pre-study** (08:30-09:15)
   - Technical checks with the *Interactio Platform* technicians and study of documents

2. **Start of the meeting** (09:15)
   - The Chair *checks in* participants and observers

3. **COVID- 19** (09:30)
   - *Action: Exchange of views* on specific finfish aspects of the crisis on the basis of *questions circulated*. 2 minutes speeches.

   ///COFFEE BREAK: 10:10-10:20 ///

4. **Fish welfare** (10:20)
   - *Action: Discussion on the basis of pre-received comments to Focus Group document.*
5. Fish health

5.1. Fish parasites (10:55)
Action: Exchange of views in the presence of Paolo Caricato (DG SANTE) on the basis of the draft recommendation prepared by Chair Andrea Fabris about the results of the Parafish Control project and further developments, including a possible consultation of EFSA on fish parasites.

5.2. Fish vaccines (11:25)
Action: Presentation by Dr. Jordi Torren Edo (Head of Evaluation and Innovation Support Department (V-EI), Veterinary Medicines Division, European Medicines Agency) on the new Veterinary Regulation (EU) 2019/6 and its provisions for vaccines for fish -10 min
Q&A session on the basis of our passed recommendations on vaccines – 20 min

6. AOB & conclusions (11:55)